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GROUPS WITH FAITHFUL BLOCKS

H. PAHLINGS

ABSTRACT.    A necessary and sufficient condition is given for a finite

group to have a p-block with kernel  {lj.  This extends a theorem of

Gaschiitz on the existence of a faithful irreducible representation of

a finite group.

Let  G be a finite group and   F a field of characteristic  p > 0.   Then the

group algebra  FG is a direct sum of two-sided ideals  B. which are inde-

composable as two-sided ideals  FG = ß ,©■••© B  .  The  B . ate called
r 1 n i

the block ideals of  EG.   If  e is a block idempotent, i.e. the identity element

of a block ideal  B, then a (left) EG-module  V is said to belong to the block

B <-► e if eV = V.

Furthermore, if p > 0 and  R  is a complete discrete valuation ring with

residue class field  F  and quotient field   K of characteristic   0, then every

block idempotent  e can be lifted to a block idempotent  e  of  RG, which can

be embedded in   KG.   A   KG-module   V is also said to belong to the block

B «-» e if êV = V.

For the case that  E and  K are splitting fields for G, R. Brauer Ll]

has defined the kernel of the block  B *-* e to be the intersection of the ker-

nels of the   (ordinary) irreducible   K-representations of  G belonging to

B *-* e.   Returning to the case where   F  is an arbitrary field we feel that it

is natural to make the following

Definition.   The kernel  N(e)  of a block  B «-» e is the kernel of the   E-

representation of  G, which is afforded by the block ideal  B.   Thus   N(e) =

ig £ G\ge = e\.

We remark that this agrees with 3rauer's definition as Proposition 1(b)

below shows, but differs slightly from the one used in [3]  and  [4], where

the intersection  N   (e)  of the kernels of the irreducible   E-representations of

G belonging to  B <-> e was called the kernel of B «-» e.   The kernel Me) is

uniquely determined by   N   (e)  and vice versa.  In fact, by a result of
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Michler [3]

Me) = 0   ,(N*(e)),        N*(e)/Me) = OÂG/N(e)),
P P

i.e.  Me)  is the maximal  p-regular normal subgroup of  N   (e)  and  N*(e)/N(e)

is the maximal normal p-subgroup of  G/N(e).   Hete a normal subgroup is

called  p-regular, if its order is not divisible by  p.

Proposition 1.   (a)  The kernel Me)  of the block B «-» e  is equal to the

kernel of every principal indecomposable module belonging to  B «-» e.

(b) If p > 0 and R  is a complete discrete valuation ring with residue

class field F and quotient field K  of characteristic 0, then  Me)  is the

intersection of the kernels of the irreducible K-representations belonging to B*-+e.

Proof,    (a) Obviously  Me)  is the intersection of the kernels of the

principal indecomposable  E-representations belonging to  B «-» e.   Let  H be

the kernel of a principal indecomposable module   FGu belonging to  B «-» e,

where   u denotes a primitive idempotent of  EG.   H must be  p-regular, since

if u = X   „- a p, then  a    is constant on the cosets of H, because for
geC    g6' g '

h £ H,  hu = u.   Thus  u = S'=1 a .g .CL        h), where g., . . . , g   are coset

representatives of H in  G, and

u = u2=\H\¿Zo.ia.g.g.( £  h),

i,j \beH    I

which would be  0 if p divides   \H\.

Hence one can form s„ = |E|~   X,    „h and one has su = u.   But sH

is a central idempotent and s„ = 5-N(   .\>ue-  Since  s„u = u, the block

idempotent  e  must occur in the sum, therefore  Me) > H.

(b) KGe  is the direct sum of those simple ideals, which have irreduci-

ble modules belonging to  B <-> e.   Hence the intersection of the kernels of

the irreducible   K-representations belonging to  B *-* e is  \g £ G\ge = e\.

Since   ë is mapped onto  e under the natural map  RG —» EG, one has obvi-

ously ig £ G\ge = e\ < Me).  Conversely, let x e Me), hence xe = e.   We

denote the unique maximal ideal of  R  by  nR.   If xe 4 e, there is a maximal

number k > 1  such that xë - ë £ nkRG-   Let  ë = 1.   £(.a g (a    £ R);  then

a   = a     = • • • = a        ,    mod(77*), where m is the order of x.   Hence, if
g *g x^-lg

g  , .... g    ate coset representatives of (x) in  G,

r

e = £ («-/I + x + • • • + xm~ l) + bi)gj

with è. e nkRG and  ex.= <X_ .  But then
l l e{
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r

xë - ë = (xë - e)e = £ (xë - e)b .g. £ n    RG,

i=\

a contradiction.

The natural question—Which p-regular normal subgroups  H can be ker-

nels of blocks?—can be reduced to the case  H = \l\.  FG has a block with

kernel H if and only if H is p-regular and  F(G/H) has a block with kernel

US.  This follows from the fact   that if  H is  p-regular and  s„ = |A/|-1X        h,

then FG = FGsH © EG(l - sH\ where  FGsH St F(G/H) is the direct sum

of all block ideals of  EG with kernels containing  H.

Proposition 2. EG has a block with kernel jl) if and only if the maxi-

mal p-regular normal subgroup 0 ,(Soc (G)) of the socle of G is generated

by one class of conjugate elements of G.

For the case  p = 0  or  p a prime not dividing the order of  G this prop-

osition contains the theorem of Gaschiitz  [2]   (see also Zmud   [5])  on the

existence of a faithful irreducible representation;  for in this case the kernel

of a block is simply the kernel of an irreducible representation, and

0   ,(Soc(G)) = Soc(G).
P

Proof of Proposition 2.   It was shown in  L4J  that if  FG has a block

with kernel \l\ then the same is true also for E G, where  E   is any field

with the same characteristic as  F.   Hence one can assume that  F is a

splitting field for G.

Let $. (l < i' < r) be the characters of the principal indecomposable

representations of FG and 0.(1) be the degrees of the corresponding irre-

ducible representations of EG.   If H is a p-regular normal subgroup of G,

it follows from the orthogonality relations, for G/H that

Z     <¿Xl)<D.U) =
N(*.)>H

\G/H\     if x e H,

0 if x / H,

where the sum ranges over all i such that the kernel M$ ) contains  H.

li M...... M     ate the minimal normal  p-regular subgroups of G, then

<M*)=    E    0;.(i)$.U)
N(*¿)=íl!

r m

■^<-<Jk<m   N(*.)>,VI— M
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where an empty sum is understood to be  0.  Hence

<A(D=|c|+ £(-i)* G: .M.

k = l i<7l<-<yfe<m

The  lattice  of normal  subgroups  of   G,  which  are  contained  in   Q =

Opl(Soc(G)) has a duality e such that (MNY = Me n M,  (M n N)f = MeM'

and  \N I = |2:N|.   If  N..... , N     ate the normal subgroups of  G which are

maximal in  Q, then

<AU) = |c|+ X(-i)' G: A/'.

* = l is/,<»

Since  |2:/Vy   " NÎ Nv   n ON;    , it follows that

^(1) = |G:2|

and this is different from zero if and only if  Q is generated by one class of

conjugate elements of G.     Q.E.D.
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